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ABSTRACT

Article History:

To understand rythmicity and heart (B-Bit
(
- computing system in SA Node of Heart that controls
Heart rate) and as regard Pace making information s (Code PcPs of pace making) and cardiac arrest
(no rythmicity and later followed by no pace making information s) , we have to understand Basic
Building Blocks of the universe (Fig(Fig 1) (mass – B.B.B Bit or B
B-Bit) and Information s (Code
PcPs) and Divine Mechanics Unit (CCP, Code PcPs and CP).
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INTRODUCTION
Atomic genetics is the branch of science where we investigate about fundamental interactions of the universe i.e. atomic
transcription and translations. New words have been coined to understand hidden science
science of mind part of reality. Mind reality has
been recognized as different faces by “I” about 5000 years back to Arjuna in Mahabharata. (Fig 1) It is just like to understand any
language through Alphabets. These are (different faces) Alphabets of mind reality.
reality. One Mind reality has one face identity and the
second mind reality has second face identity and so on. The facial expression represents phenomenon of intelligence and diffe
different
faces represent different types of properties carrying property.
The open
n eyes means property is activated while close eye means property is inactivated. In spite of carrying properties conscious
ness they also know how to conduct not only origin of universe but also how to create two different universes i.e. next creation
could
ld be different from this creation. In all, it is automatic system of the universe. The mind realities which are of good
properties have devtas face identity (first
first five faces on both side)
side and those mind realities which are of bad properties have demons
face identity (last four faces on both side). These are named as code PCPs or messenger atomic genes.
The central face is CCP or Thought script where all thoughts of the universe are banked.
banke It is bank of data of all information s of
the universe It is face identity of Anti mind particles as data of all information’s of the universe are stored as anti mind particles. It
is the Time mind ness (biological clock) that keeps on expressing different
different thoughts from this thought script (CCP)
(CCP). There are four
more faces (black bodies) shown on extreme left and right floating in fire are CPs (translating
translating Atomic genes)
genes). That translates the
messages and realizes it and reacts accordingly. The standard model
odel not only modified rather it has been completed (Vijay Mohan
Das, 2014) with introduction of energized gravitons,
gravitons primary fermions, primary bosons, Basic Building Blocks
Blocks, Mind and
Tachyons. (Fig 3.1)
*Corresponding author: Dr. Vijay Mohan Das,
Das Nursing Home, University Of God, Fatehgarh, 209601, India.
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Fig. 1. Divine Mechanics Unit – CCP, CP and information s – Code PcPs with B-Bit – Mass

Fig. 2. Messages from Biological world to understand B.B.B world [7]

Structure
Message system of the Universe
Before the origin of the universe nature had only one type of message systems which is called
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FIRST TRANSCRIPTION
Messages (Code PcPs) used to go from one B.B.B. to another B.B.B. by atomic transcription. Messages were carried by atomic
genes (Code PcPs) with very very high velocity. It is the fundamental message system. After the origin of the universe, nature
created atoms. It also created one more message system called

Fig. 2.1 standard Model chart (Vijay Mohan Das, 2014)

One creation and destruction cycle

SECOND TRANSCRIPTION
Here the message (code PcPs) are carried by photons from one atom to another atom with velocity of light. Thus atoms
atoms,
molecules, cells, and even individuals talk with one another.
another After the formation of the cell, nature
ture created one more system called
THIRD TRANSCRIPTION
Here there is a message storage system formed by DNA. There are messenger molecules called mRNA that carry message from
DNA script to cytoplasm where the message (code PCPs) is read or translated by ribosome and they work accordingly. Thus the
messages reach to enzymes and hormones and finally messages reach to target units. Having received the messages, target units
work accordingly. Finally life effects (metabolic) are observed. These three types of message systems are working in the nature.
These message system are being used by thee nature according to nature's need. (Fig-2.2)
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Fig. 2.2

Prayer is the phenomenon that communicates faster than light (Quantum Entanglement)
To,
Professor S.W. Hawking
CH, CBE, FRS
DEPARTMENT OF APPLIED MATHEMATICS AND THEORETICAL PHYSICS
SILVER STEET
CAMBRIDGE
ENGLAND CB3 9EW.
Respected

Sir,

With reference to your book titled," A BRIEF HISTORY OF TIME " FROM THE BIG BANG TO BLACK HOLES, I would like
to give my expert comments in brief to tell you about the TRUTH. I am also sending you my booklet titled, "ATOMIC GENETIC
AND BASIC ETIOLOGY OF CANCER". The final stamp to my theory has been given by the observation PUBLISHED in
journal JAMA --- study--- PRAYERS HELP CARDIAC PATIENTS in ARCHIVES- INTERNAL MEDICINE VOL.159, NO 19,
25th OCTOBER, 1999.
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UNIVERSAL CONSTANT--- According to theory of relativity, velocity of light is the highest velocity and nothing could move
faster than it as well as it is constant in free space. According to participatory science, tachyons are found beyond boundar
boundary of the
universe. There velocity
ity as calculated is 305224 km/sec simultaneously velocity of light is not constant in free space (new
inferences of radar test). There is absolute rest as the frame of reference in our universe. i.e. center of the universe. This all
Abolishes the foundations
ons of theory of relativity.
ORIGIN AND FATE OF THE UNIVERSE ----- You book does not answer Einstein's question------" I WANT TO KNOW HOW GOD CREATED THE UNIVERSE,
I AM NOT INTERESTED IN THIS OR THAT PHENOMENON,
I WANT TO KNOW HIS THOUGHTS,
THE REST ARE DETAILS…………..ALBERT EINSTEIN
Our universe is oscillating and divine universe. It has creation phase as well as destruction phase. All the phases are trigg
triggered by
atomic transcription and translation and they are under control of HIGHEST CENTER
CENTER OF THE UNIVERSE. Prayer reaches to
highest center of the universe. Prayer is now a confirmed phenomenon. Your book does not explain phenomenon of prayer.
FIRST TRANSCRIPTION METHOD OR PRAYER MESSAGE FORMATION IN BRAIN
(Fig -3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8)
Atomic genetic engineering and message formation in the brain
How are information s (Code PcPs) created ? (Vijay Mohan Das, 2014)
They are created by phenomenon of Atomic Transcription and Translation on Yang B.B.B.
B.B.B As Prayer message formation in brain.
(Fig 3).

Fig. 3. Prayer message formation in brain
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 CP removes RM (repressor mindness-green)
green) from OM (operating mindness -orange) thus induction of atomic transcription
triggers.
 OM triggers activation of free mind particles (black -inactivated code PCPs) of that thought script (magenta
(magenta) of “o god help
me ”.
 Free mind particles (black -inactivated
inactivated code PCPs)
PCPs get attached to anti mind particles script (magenta
magenta one
one) to form messenger
thought script of “o god help me”.
 Messenger atomic genes (black) get activated by anti mind particles thought script and further they get detached from anti
mind particles thought script to form activated messenger atomic genes ( activated code PCPs) (magenta) of “ o god help me ”
 CP carries phenomenon
on of splicing by translating the messenger activated atomic genes (activated
activated code PcPs
PcPs) and finally there
is activated message of “ o god help me” is formed.
formed
 CP represses atomic transcription by adding RM (green) to OM (orange). Thus atomic transcription gets halt.
In atomic genetic engineering we use our basic power i.e. power of B.B.Bs. Our B.B.B. (higher center) talks with highest cent
center of
the universe by sending the message by first transcription. Till today nobody knows how does the brain generate thoughts. I am
going to tell you that mystery too. In the frontal lobe the neurons are responsible for thought generation. In the neuron there is
electrical activity called pacemaker activity which is occurring between dendrites and the body of the neuron. The membrane of
the cell is made up of atoms and atom is made up of B.B.Bs. At the level of B.B.B. say thought of 'O GOD HELP ME' is
expressed. As a result programmed messages of O GOD HELP ME (code PCPs) are formed.
Out of three
hree programmed messages, one is carried by atomic genes to highest center of the universe. It is called THOUGHT RAY
which is made up of pure atomic genes and then the message goes through phenomenon called first transcription. They come out
from brain directly.
ectly. The other two messages are carried by photons from nucleus of atom to electrons. Here they are modulated on
electrical activity of the cell called pacemaker activity. Further they are modulated on actions potentials going towards
REALIZING CENTER situated in brain stem (RAS) and from RAS to speech area situated in the frontal area. Target B.B.Bs. of
the realizing center finally realizes thought effect of O GOD HELP ME. While from speech area message goes to motor cortex
again via RAS and from there to vocal cords and finally it comes out as a speech effect of O GOD HELP ME. In layman's
terminology formation of the thought ray means PRAYER.
The details would be given in next section of brain and atomic genetics along with the other mysteries of the brain. The message
goes to highest center of the universe where it is realized and it is accepted, the highest center sends two messages to B.B.
B.B.Bs.
working as higher center in cancer cell. These messages are message of inhibition of abnormal thought expression and message of
activation of normal thought expression. Having received the messages, higher center stops expressing the abnormal thoughts aand
it starts expressing the normal thoughts. As a result, there are no more abnormal programmed messages and in place of that no
normal
programmed messages are there. Now the messages have shifted from abnormal (iii and iv) to normal (i and ii). This shifting of
thought
expression
is
called
ATOMIC
GENETIC
ENGINEERING
(Fig
-5).
The changed messages reach to target B.B.Bs. through same route. Having received the changed messages, target B.B.Bs. stop
expressing the previous programming and they start expressing the
the normal programming. As a result the cancer cells transmutate
into normal cells. Or diseased cell gets cured.
Message network of the Universe
With the origin of universe, nature first created primary units i.e. primary fermions (gravitation) and pr
primary boson, these primary
units are equipped with one higher center (one B.B.B.) and rest of the B.B.Bs. are working as lower centers or target B.B.Bs.(A).
After primary units,nature
nature created secondary units i.e. secondary fermions and secondary bosons. ssimilarly nature created tertiary
units
(lepto-quarks)
quarks)
and
then
quaternary
units
(protons
(protonsand
neutrons).
Each unit is equipped with higher centers, lower centers and target B.B.Bs. After quaternary units nature created atomic unit
units,
molecular units, complex molecules of life units, organelle units, cell units, tissue units, organ units, system units and individual
units. Each unit is equipped wit higher centers, lower centers, and target B.B.Bs. Similarly nature created satellite units, planet
units, solar system
stem units, galaxy units, super galaxy units, dark matter layer unit. These units are also equipped with higher centers,
lower centers and target B.B.Bs. Thus our universe is divided into different units and each unit is equipped with higher and lower
centers.
All higher centers are under control of highest center of the universe by efferent paths. This efferent path is made up of fi
first
transcription. Higher centers can send messages to highest center of the universe by afferent path or feed back path. Thus hi
highest
center of the universe is well informed about all effects of the universe. Messages can come from lower centers to higher cen
centers
and from higher centers to highest center of the universe via afferent path. The highest center of the universe can send m
messages to
higher centers and from higher center to lower centers. There is an inter unit message network also which is made up of first
first,
second and third transcription depending upon the nature's need. Thus the entire universe is under control of highe
highest center of the
universe. Highest center can change any programming programmed by it during pre creation era. (Fig
Fig- 4)
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Fig. 4.

ATOMIC GENETIC ENGINEERING (Fig-5)
The message goes to highest center of the universe where it is realized and it is accepted, the highest center sends two messages to
B.B.Bs. working as higher center in cancer cell. These messages are message of inhibition of abnormal thought expression and
message of activation of normal thought expression. Having received the messages, higher center stops expressing the abnormal
thoughts and it starts expressing the normal thoughts.
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As a result, there are no more abnormal programmed messages and in place of that normal programmed messages are there. Now
the messages have shifted from abnormal (4,5,6) to normal (1,2,3,). This shifting of thought expression is called ATOMIC
GENETIC ENGINEERING.
The changed messages reach to target B.B.Bs. through same route. Having received the changed messages, target B.B.Bs. stop
expressing the previous programming and they start expressing the normal programming. As a result the cancer cells transmut
transmutate
into normal cells. See Figure 5

Fig. 5.

Observation of the Hypothesis
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Fig. 6.
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Development of the Universe (Fig
Fig 7)

Before the origin of the universe, these B.B.Bs. were in the form of tachyons. It does mean that the tachyons were every wher
where in
the universe. Let us look at the structure of tachyon, it is made up of one of matter B.B.B. (YANG) and many energy ((YINs).
Initially out of the infinite tachyons, one became the highest center of the universe. Messages used to go from highest center to rest
of the universe and messages could come from
fro m rest of the universe to highest center of the universe by atomic transcription. Thus
highest center had fed its thoughts to rest of the B.B.Bs. that would take part in creation - that they would express only those
thoughts to give desired effect as wishedd by the highest center of the universe. So all B.B.Bs were informed about their role before
creation of the universe. In pre-creation
creation era programming of the future universe was done by highest center of the universe.
(It is faster than light phenomenon that
at led to formation of our universe.) See Figure.7 (1)

Our universe is oscillating and it is a divine universe. It means that it has a creation phase and a destruction phase. Durin
During creation
phase tachyons break into their B.B.Bs. and from these B.B.Bs, formation of fermions and bosons take place. After the creation
phase, destruction would start and in this phase all created particles would again break into their B.B.Bs. and finally tachyons
would form. At the time of origin of the universe, all the effects got created. These effects are taking of different shapes and
appearance of properties and law. Both these effects are studied in different branches of science. The cause of all the effec
effects is
THOUGHT. It does mean that unless the thought is expressed, programming is done, the messages reach to target B.B.Bs., nature
cannot take new shape, properties and laws change in shape, properties and laws is called TRANSMUTATION. During
transmutation target B.B.Bs.
.Bs. show synchronized working of mind and mass. With the result nature takes new shape, properties and
laws.
Thought (atomic transcription), programming (formation of messages), interaction (spread of massage) take place on B.B.Bs..
Therefore it is not visible
isible to us. Only the effect part is visible or observed. In each and every transmutation, thought expression
(atomic transcription) is the essential step. Thought, programming and interaction are collectively called as CCP
CCP.So in each step of
transmutation,
on, CCP is written. It does mean that unless the thought is expressed, nature cannot transmutated.
Nature takes shape due to mass property of the B.B.Bs.. While appearance of properties and laws are due to different types of
thought statements or atomic transcription and which is due to atomic genes. The details shall be presented in chapter of ATOMIC
GENETICS With the origin of the universe, nature first created a sphere of COLD DARK MATTER (C.D.M) and canals in it.
With the result space got created. At the other end of the canals, hot reaction started. As a result hydrogen clouds and lot of
radiation were created. The empty canals were filled by these hydrogen clouds and radiations and thus QUASARS appeared in the
universe. Simultaneously C.D.M. layer started
arted expanding and clouds and radiations kept on coming in this closed universe. With
the passage of time more and more C.D.M. layer formed, more and more quasars formed. The hydrogen cloud came in this closed
universe. They started running towards C.D.M.
C.D.M. layer as they were attracted by the gravity of C.D.M. layer. The HUBBLE LAW
can thus be explained
See Figure.7 (ii,iii and iv)
With some more passage of time, clouds were joined to form GMC (giant molecular clouds). Later by self gravitation different
proto stars, proto planets, proto satellites were formed. Finally stars became bright and thus bright galaxies appeared in this
universe. Our universe is still in expansion phase and creation is still going inside quasars. It is to be remembered that highest
center of the universe does not come in the visible universe. It keeps on receiving the messages by atomic transcription and it has
power to change any programming programmed by during pre-creation
pre
era.
See Figure-7(iv)
CONTINUOUS CREATION THEORY---- HOYLE AND NARLIKAR THINK THAT NEW MATTER IS BEING CREATED
DUE TO ‘IMPLOSION’ TO BALANCE THE EXPANSION OF THE UNIVERSE, WHICH ASTRONOMERS HAVE
OBSERVED.
INSIDE ‘QUASI STRARS’ GRAVITATIONAL COLLAPSES MAY FORM SOME MATTER IN THE UNIVERSE. THE
HUGE LUMINOSITY AND THE RADIOEMISSION FROM THESE QUASI –STRARS
STRARS APPEAR TO BE
BE, GRAVITY
POWERED’ UNLIKEORDINARY STARS WHICH DERIVE THEIR ENERGY FROM NUCLEAR REACTIONS.
Sinus Normal Rythmicity (Vijay
Vijay Mohan Das, 2015)
 CP removes RM (repressor mindness-green)
green) from OM (operating mindness -orange) thus induction of atomic transcription
triggers.
 OM triggers activation of free mind particles (black -inactivated code PCPs) of that thought script (magenta
(magenta) of
“72/minute”.
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Fig. 7.

Sinus Normal Rythmicity (Vijay Mohan Das, 2015)

Fig. 8. Depiction of Normal Rythmicity of Heart
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Fig. 8.1.In atomic transcription and translation of rythmicity of heart , following steps take place on
Yang B.B.B – B-Bit ( Figure 8.1) .

 Free mind particles (black -inactivated code PCPs) get attached to anti mind particles script (magenta one) to form messenger
thought script of “72/minute”.
 Messenger atomic genes (black) get activated by anti mind particles thought script and further they get detached from anti
mind particles thought script to form activated messenger atomic genes ( activated code PCPs) (magenta) of “ 72/minute ”
 CP carries phenomenon of splicing by translating the messenger activated atomic genes (activated code PcPs) and finally there
is activated message of “72/minute” is formed.
 CP represses atomic transcription by adding RM (green) to OM (orange). Thus atomic transcription gets halt.
 Activated Code PcPs of 72/minute move from yang B-Bit to Yin B-Bit.
 Yin B-Bit re translate the message of Code PcPs 72/minute and retranscripts the message of Code PcPs 72/minute.
 this yin B-Bit carries in information (code PcPs - 72/minute) to second yang B-bit for pace maker triggering

Fig. 9. For atomic transcription and translation of pace maker acitivity, following steps take place on
Yang B.B.B – B-Bit (Figure 9) (Vijay Mohan Das, 2015)
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 CP retranslates the message of code PcPs 72/minute brought by Yin B-Bit of first CCP
 CP removes RM (repressor mindness-green) from OM (operating mindness -orange) thus induction of atomic transcription
triggers. of pace maker activity @ 72/minute
 OM triggers activation of free mind particles (black -inactivated code PCPs) of that thought script (magenta) of “SDD, De, and
Re (early and Late) @ 72/minute”.
 Free mind particles (black -inactivated code PCPs) get attached to anti mind particles script (magenta one) to form messenger
thought script of “SDD, De, and Re (early and Late) @ 72/minute”.
 Messenger atomic genes (black) get activated by anti mind particles thought script and further they get detached from anti
mind particles thought script to form activated messenger atomic genes ( activated code PCPs) (magenta) of ““ SDD, De, and
Re (early and Late) @ 72/minute ”
 CP carries phenomenon of splicing by translating the messenger activated atomic genes (activated code PcPs) and finally there
is activated message of ““SDD, De, and Re (early and Late) @ 72/minute” is formed.
 CP represses atomic transcription by adding RM (green) to OM (orange). Thus atomic transcription gets halt.
 Activated Code PcPs of SDD, De, and Re (early and Late) @ 72/minute move from yang B-Bit to Yin B-Bit.
 Yin B-Bit re translate the message of Code PcPs SDD, De, and Re (early and Late) @ 72/minute and retranscripts the message
of Code PcPs SDD, De, and Re (early and Late) @ 72/minute.
 This yin B-Bit carries in informations (code PcPs SDD, De, and Re (early and Late) @ 72/minute) to atria and ventricle and
heart shows pumping at the rate 72/minute. (Fig 10)

Fig. 10. (Vijay Mohan Das, 2015)

SINUS BRADYCARDIA
Due to Vagus stimulation or Acetylcholine (Carries programmed information s (code Pcps) numerical mindness of less heart beat)
resulting Brady cardia. Other causes are -
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Fig. 11. Ach carries programmed thought (Code PcPs numerical mindness ) of low Heart Rate

Fig. 11.1. causes of Bradycardia

Fig. 12. In atomic transcription and translation of bradycardia , following steps take place on
Yang B.B.B – B-Bit (Figure 12) .
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 Acetylcholine -Carries programmed information (code Pcps) numerical mindness of less heart beat). Having come in contact
with yang B-Bit of first CCP, the CP of yang B-Bit translates the informations, it triggers following steps.
 CP removes RM (repressor mindness-green) from OM (operating mindness -orange) thus induction of atomic transcription
triggers.
 OM triggers activation of free mind particles (black -inactivated code PCPs) of that thought script (magenta) of “40/minute”.
 Free mind particles (black -inactivated code PCPs) get attached to anti mind particles script (magenta one) to form messenger
thought script of “40/minute”.
 Messenger atomic genes (black) get activated by anti mind particles thought script and further they get detached from anti
mind particles thought script to form activated messenger atomic genes ( activated code PCPs) (magenta) of “40/minute ”
 CP carries phenomenon of splicing by translating the messenger activated atomic genes (activated code PcPs) and finally there
is activated message of “40/minute” is formed.
 CP represses atomic transcription by adding RM (green) to OM (orange). Thus atomic transcription gets halt.
 Activated Code PcPs of 40 /minute move from yang B-Bit to Yin B-Bit.
 Yin B-Bit re translate the message of Code PcPs 40/minute and retranscripts the message of Code PcPs 40/minute.
 this yin B-Bit carries in information (code PcPs - 40/minute) to second yang B-bit for pace maker triggering

Fig. 13. Bradycardia

 CP retranslates the message of code PcPs 40/minute brought by Yin B-Bit of first CCP
 CP removes RM (repressor mindness-green) from OM (operating mindness -orange) thus induction of atomic transcription
triggers.
 OM triggers activation of free mind particles (black -inactivated code PCPs) of that thought script (magenta) of “SDD, De, and
Re (early and Late) @ 40/minute”.
 Free mind particles (black -inactivated code PCPs) get attached to anti mind particles script (magenta one) to form messenger
thought script of “SDD, De, and Re (early and Late) @ 40/minute”.
 Messenger atomic genes (black) get activated by anti mind particles thought script and further they get detached from anti
mind particles thought script to form activated messenger atomic genes ( activated code PCPs) (magenta) of “SDD, De, and
Re (early and Late) @ 40/minute ”
 CP carries phenomenon of splicing by translating the messenger activated atomic genes (activated code PcPs) and finally there
is activated message of “SDD, De, and Re (early and Late) @ 72/minute ” is formed.
 CP represses atomic transcription by adding RM (green) to OM (orange). Thus atomic transcription gets halt.
 Activated Code PcPs of SDD, De, and Re (early and Late) @ 40/minute move from yang B-Bit to Yin B-Bit.
 Yin B-Bit re translate the message of Code PcPs SDD, De, and Re (early and Late) @ 40/minute and re-transcripts the
message of Code PcPs SDD, De, and Re (early and Late) @ 40/minute.
 this yin B-Bit carries in informations (code PcPs SDD, De, and Re (early and Late) @ 40/minute ) to atria and ventricle and
heart shows pumping at the rate 40/minute. Or BRADYCARDIA (Fig 14)
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Fig. 14.

SINUS TACHYCARDIA (Fig -15)
Reverse of vagus stimulation, is sympathetic stimulation of adrenaline (carries programmed information s (Code Pcps) numerical
mindness of high rate) on S.A. NODE rythmicity (B-Bit) resulting Tachycardia Adrenaline is used as a drug to treat at cardiac
arrest and other cardiac dysrhythmias resulting in diminished or absent cardiac output. Its actions are to increase peripheral
resistance via α1receptor-dependent vasoconstriction and to increase cardiac output via its binding to β1 receptors
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Epinephrine?).

Fig. 15. Adrenaline carries program informations (Code PcPs) numerical mindness of high heart rate)
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Sudden Cardiac Arrest Fig. 16.1 (https://www.nhlbi.nih.gov/health/health-topics/topics/scda/, ?)
Sudden cardiac arrest (SCA) is a condition in which the heart suddenly and unexpectedly stops beating. If this happens, blood
stops flowing to the brain and other vital organs. SCA usually causes death if it's not treated within minutes. To understand SCA,
it helps to understand how the heart works. The heart has an electrical system that controls the rate and rhythm of the heartbeat.
Problems with the heart's electrical system can cause irregular heartbeats called arrhythmias (ah-RITH-me-ahs). There are many
types of arrhythmias. During an arrhythmia, the heart can beat too fast, too slow, or with an irregular rhythm. Some arrhythmias
can cause the heart to stop pumping blood to the body—these arrhythmias cause SCA (https://www.nhlbi.nih.gov/health/healthtopics/topics/scda/, ?).

Fig. 16.1. In atomic transcription and translation of cardiac Arrest, following steps take place on
Yang B.B.B – B-Bit (Figure 16.1)
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Certain physical activities (outer stimuli) -Carries programmed information (code Pcps) numerical mindness of Zero heart beat).
Having come in contact with yang B-Bit of first CCP, the CP of yang B-Bit translates the informations, it triggers following steps
(conditioned cardiac Arrest). Or TM triggers numerical mind ness of 0 heart beats (Unconditioned cardiac arrest)
 CP removes RM (repressor mindness-green) from OM (operating mindness -orange) thus induction of atomic transcription
triggers.
 OM triggers activation of free mind particles (black -inactivated code PCPs) of that thought script (magenta) of “Zero heart
beat”.
 Free mind particles (black -inactivated code PCPs) get attached to anti mind particles script (magenta one) to form messenger
thought script of “Zero heart beat”.
 5.Messenger atomic genes (black) get activated by anti mind particles thought script and further they get detached from anti
mind particles thought script to form activated messenger atomic genes ( activated code PCPs) (magenta) of “Zero heart beat”
 CP carries phenomenon of splicing by translating the messenger activated atomic genes (activated code PcPs) and finally there
is activated message of “Zero heart beat” is formed.
 CP represses atomic transcription by adding RM (green) to OM (orange). Thus atomic transcription gets halt.
 Activated Code PcPs of 0 /minute move from yang B-Bit to Yin B-Bit.
 Yin B-Bit re translate the message of Code PcPs 0/minute and re-transcripts the message of Code PcPs of 0/minute.
 this yin B-Bit carries in information (code PcPs - 0/minute) to second yang B-bit for no pace maker triggering

Fig. 17. In atomic transcription and translation of cardiac arrest, following steps take place on
Yang B.B.B – B-Bit (Figure 17)

 CP retranslates the message of code PcPs 0/minute or stop pace maker activity brought by Yin B-Bit of first CCP
 CP does not remove RM (repressor mindness-green) from OM (operating mindness -orange) thus induction of atomic
transcription does not take place.
 OM does not trigger activation of free mind particles (black -inactivated code PCPs) of that thought script (magenta) of “SDD,
De, and Re (early and Late)”.
 Free mind particles (black -inactivated code PCPs) donot get attached to anti mind particles script (magenta one) to form
messenger thought script of “SDD, De, and Re (early and Late”.
 Thus no activated Messenger atomic genes (Code PcPs of SDD, De, and Re (early and Late) is formed
 CP does not carries phenomenon of splicing by translating the messenger activated atomic genes (activated code PcPs) and
finally there is no activated message of “SDD, De, and Re (early and Late)” is formed.
 CP does not repress atomic transcription by adding RM (green) to OM (orange) as no atomic transcription of SDD, De, and
Re (early and Late) was triggered.
 No Activated Code PcPs of SDD, De, and Re (early and Late) move from yang B-Bit to Yin B-Bit.
 Yin B-Bit doesnot re translate the message of Code PcPs SDD, De, and Re (early and Late) and there is no re-transcripts the
message of Code PcPs SDD, De, and Re (early and Late) .
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 This yin B-Bit carries No in informations (code PcPs SDD, De, and Re (early and Late)) hence no triggering of
depolarization wave to atria and ventricle and heart shows No pumping or systole. Or CARDIAC ARREST or Flat EKG
(Fig 17)
EKG of sudden Cardiac arrest

Resuscitation
Most people who have SCA die from it—often within minutes. Rapid treatment of SCA with a defibrillator can be lifesaving. A
defibrillator is a device that sends an electric shock to the heart to try to restore its normal rhythm. Defibrillator- Gives messages
(Code PcPcs) of triggering of rythmicity to First CCP (B-Bit). Having received the mesaages, CCP triggers rythmicity. If
rythmicity information s (Code PcPs) are formed, it sends them to second CCP (B-Bit), where triggering of pace maker activity in
SA node is triggered. Second CCP forms informations (Code PcPs) of SDD, De and Re (early and Late) with the result heart starts
PUMPING with specific rate.
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Resuscitation by manual pumping – manual pumping with intermittent oxygenation again could trigger rythmicity informations
(Code PcPs) by first CCP (B-Bit). If it gets triggered, second CCP (B-Bit) could trigger pace maker information s. Having
triggered pace maker information of SDD, De and Re (early and Late), heart could be started pumping with specific rate.

Fig. 18

Fig. 19.
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Atomic Genetic Engineering (AGE) (Fig 18 and Fig 19) – Last but not the least measures for heart resuscitation It helps if accepted
as adjuvant therapy (Arch Intern Med, 1999). It (Highest center of the universe) sends messages (Code PcPs ) to first CCP (BBit)to trigger rythmicity (code PcPs numerical rates). First B-bit or CCP (B-Bit) which was not responding to defibrillation and
manual pumping and by drugs like sympatho-mimetics like adrenaline could start functioning and forming rythimicity
informations. With the result second CCP (B-Bit) could trigger pace maker informations (Code PcPs) of SDD, De and Re (early
and late) and finally heart starts pumping blood (Arch Intern Med, 1999).
Despite of all efforts if heart does not revive, it means death is destined. All other life triggering thoughts (like brain working,
respiration working etc. (conditioned stimulation)) get suppressed and death triggering thoughts are triggered and we observe
death phenomenon (autolysis of cell etc.).
Conclusion
It is B-Bit of SA Node (two yang B.B.Bs) which are responsible for triggering and control of cardiac rythmicity and pace maker
electrical activity of our heart. It is life. To understand rythmicity and heart (B-Bit - computing system in SA Node of Heart that
controls Heart rate) and as regard Pace making information s (Code PcPs of pace making ) and cardiac arrest (no rythmicity and
later followed by no pace making information s) , we have to understand Basic Building Blocks of the universe (Fig- 1) (mass –
B.B.B Bit or B-Bit) and Information s (Code PcPs ) and Divine Mechanics Unit ( CCP, Code PcPs and CP).
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